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The challenging problem of skew scattering for Hall effects in dilute ferromagnetic alloys, with intertwined
effects of spin-orbit coupling, magnetism, and impurity scattering, is studied here from first principles. Our main
aim is to identify chemical trends and work out simple rules for large skew scattering in terms of the impurity
and host states at the Fermi surface, with particular emphasis on the interplay of the spin and anomalous Hall
effects in one and the same system. The predicted trends are benchmarked by referring to three different ab initio
methods based on different approximations with respect to the electronic structure and transport properties.
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The anomalous Hall effect (AHE) was discovered in 1881
[1] but kept its secrets for a very long time. It took more
than 70 years to establish the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) as the
driving force behind the phenomenon [2–4]. Since that time,
the main stream of research was directed at identifying and
understanding the various microscopic mechanisms [4–13]
contributing to the total effect as observed in experiment. This
work was driven by experimental [14–23] as well as theoretical
[13,24–30] progress in the decoding of the microscopic
processes leading to the AHE. The established separation
is along the lines of intrinsic band structure induced effects
[2,31,32] and extrinsic contributions related to scattering at
perturbations [5–10]. The dominance of specific mechanisms
under different conditions has been under debate for decades
but was recently settled on a general basis [13,26].
Importantly, the underlying principles of the AHE are
equivalent to those responsible for the spin Hall effect
(SHE). Since it was realized that the SHE has the potential
to drastically change the way spin currents are created in
spintronic devices the AHE experienced a revival. Phenomeno-
logically, the only difference between the two effects is the
ferromagnetic order needed for the AHE, while the SHE exists
also in nonmagnetic materials. In terms of practicality, the
existence of a finite Hall voltage makes the AHE much easier
accessible than the SHE which creates a spin imbalance only.
Ultimately, the SHE and the AHE are the archetypical transport
phenomena for the exploration of spin-orbit coupling where
the motion of charge carriers creates transversal spin currents
and vice versa. Their understanding will pave the way to related
thermoelectric phenomena such as the anomalous and spin
Nernst effects [33–38].
Among various contributions to the AHE and SHE of
intrinsic and extrinsic origin, the skew scattering provides
the dominant source of transverse current in the limit of
dilute alloys [13,26]. The reason is the linear scaling of
the skew-scattering driven transverse conductivity σyx with
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the diagonal conductivity σxx for vanishing scattering. The
corresponding scaling constants, the so-called anomalous or
spin Hall angles, AHA or SHA, are respectively defined as
αAHE = σyx/σxx, αSHE = σ syx
/
σxx, (1)
where superscript s refers to the spin conductivity tensor.
While it is far from trivial to access the Hall angles in
experiment directly, they play a pivotal role in spintronic
studies which hinge on transverse current generation via
Hall effects. It is well known that the value of the Hall
angle derived in experiment will strongly depend on the
material composition and preparation [22,23]. It is thus of
crucial importance to achieve material-specific theoretical
understanding of the skew scattering for the purposes of
engineering the desired functionalities of spintronic devices.
To this end, the first-principles assessment of skew scatter-
ing for the case of the spin Hall effect has been implemented
for paramagnets only [39,40]. In the case of ferromagnets,
however, the situation is far more complex owing to the subtle
interplay of the magnetization with spin-orbit interaction.
Moreover, the magnetism in transition metals is normally
carried by localized d and f electrons whose presence at
the Fermi energy, EF , results in complex multisheeted Fermi
surfaces. This prohibits the analysis in terms of simple models
for scattering, such as, e.g., the phase shift model [30,41].
Nevertheless, experimentally the SHE in ferromagnets has
been discussed recently [42,43], where for the case of Ref. [42]
the underlying mechanism is most likely the skew scattering
in Pd(Ni) dilute alloys.
In this Rapid Communication, we explore both the AHE
and SHE in dilute ferromagnetic alloys. Using first-principles
methods, we provide insights into the physics of the skew-
scattering mechanism, which governs the considered phenom-
ena in the dilute limit. For both magnetic and nonmagnetic
hosts, we analyze chemical trends to draw general conclusions.
The vast range of values in the Hall angle, which we present,
provides an opportunity to engineer materials according to
specific requirements. So far the skew scattering for SHE in
ferromagnets has not been studied from first principles, and
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TABLE I. Three different first-principles approaches used for the
calculations presented in this Rapid Communication. The abbrevia-
tions stand for BE, Boltzmann equation; KSF, Kubo-Strˇeda formula;
FP, full potential; and ASA, atomic sphere approximation.
Transport Electronic Spin-orbit
Approach description structure coupling
Method A BE FP Pauli
Method B BE ASA Dirac
Method C KSF ASA Dirac
here we demonstrate that in the considered alloys it can be
rather prominent. At the same time, for given host impurity
combination the SHE and AHE are intrinsically correlated
showing similar overall trends and sign changes.
Owing to the complexity of the problem outlined above,
we have chosen to compare and benchmark three distinct
state-of-the-art first-principles approaches to arrive at sound
conclusions. As we shall see, many degrees of freedom in rel-
ativistic ferromagnetic transition-metal systems can influence
the results significantly, which makes the material-specific
predictions for the Hall angle very delicate and sensitive to
the details of the electronic structure.
The three methods used are briefly introduced below and
summarized in Table I. As for the SOC, it is included within the
Pauli approach in method A, while methods B and C are based
on the solution of the fully relativistic Dirac equation. Methods
B and C rely on the atomic sphere approximation (ASA) in
contrast to the full potential (FP) description of method A. For
computing the transport properties methods A and B exploit
the semiclassical picture in terms of the Boltzmann equation
(BE) [39]. Considering cubic crystals and sign conventions
from Ref. [44], the yx component of the conductivity tensor
[anomalous Hall conductivity (AHC)] is computed as
σyx = e
2

1
(2π )3
∫
FS
dS
vy(k) λx(k)
|v(k)| , (2)
where FS stands for the Fermi-surface integration, and v(k) and
λ(k) are the group velocity and the mean free path, respectively.
The latter is determined as the self-consistent solution of the
integral Boltzmann equation which takes as input the scattering
matrix at a given isolated impurity in a particular host. The
spin Hall conductivity σ syx is computed similarly, taking into
account the spin polarization of electron states [39]. Method
C employs the Kubo-Strˇeda formula in combination with the
coherent-potential approximation including chemical disorder
to compute the conductivities [27,40,45]. In this approach all
contributions to the Hall effect are treated on equal footing
and the Hall angles are determined from Eq. (1) in the limit of
vanishing impurity concentration.
As a first example we consider the prototype ferromagnet
—bcc Fe—doped with 3d impurities from Sc to Cu. Here, the
magnetization of the Fe host points along the [00¯1] direction.
As evident from Fig. 1, where the results of the calculations
for the AHA and σyx with all three methods are presented, all
approaches agree not only in magnitude, but also in the general
trend of the AHA and AHC with a characteristic change of
sign as the impurity is varied along the 3d series. Noticeably,
FIG. 1. (Color online) Skew-scattering contribution to the
anomalous Hall conductivity (upper panel) and the anomalous Hall
angle (lower panel) for the ferromagnetic Fe host with 3d impurities
with concentration of 1 at. %.
our results show that the acquired AHA does not exceed a tiny
value of 0.1%, with the only exception of Fe(Sc). Furthermore,
there is a difference in magnitude and even sign for V and Mn
impurities, which we were able to trace back to the difference
in the FP and ASA description of the electronic structure of
Fe, with slightly different relative position of the Fe d states
with respect to the Fermi level. Overall, we underline that the
magnitude and sign of σyx (AHC) depends drastically on the
host-impurity combination and on the details of charge density
screening around the impurity, which motivates the use of ab
initio methods for understanding the physics creating the skew
scattering in transition metals [46].
Based on these results and our previous experience with
paramagnetic systems [39,47], we formulate the universal
condition for strong skew scattering in spin-polarized situa-
tions: The effective SOC, defined as the difference between
the SOC strength of the host and the impurity, has to be
large. Based on this criterion the small magnitude of the
AHA in the Fe-based systems from before can be explained
by the very small effective SOC. Thus, from the point of
view of the SOC strength, in order for a material to have
strong skew scattering, the presence of heavy transition metals
is necessary. One route to achieve this has been intensively
explored in the past experimentally for the AHE [16–22]
and it lies in a combination of a heavy metal host with 3d
magnetic impurities. In the remainder of this work, we choose
Pd, Pt, and Au as examples for working out a microscopic
condition for strong skew scattering not only for the AHE,
but simultaneously for the SHE, also present and partially
experimentally explored in these materials [42,43].
We first turn to Pt host considering all magnetic 3d im-
purities assuming ferromagnetic order with the magnetization
along the [00¯1] direction. This corresponds to a typical AHE
measurement in an applied external magnetic field. Our results
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Computed with three different methods
skew-scattering contribution to the AHA (upper panel), the SHA
(middle panel), together with spin-resolved conductivities (lower
panel, method A only) in five dilute alloys based on a Pt host with an
impurity concentration of 1 at. %.
obtained with all three approaches for the AHA and the SHA
are shown in Fig. 2. One immediately notices the large
magnitude of the obtained Hall angles, which are almost an
order of magnitude larger than in the respective Fe dilute
alloys. Remarkably, the magnitude of the SHA is comparable
to that of the AHA in these systems. Moreover, with the only
exception of Ni impurities within all three approaches and Cr
impurities as computed with method C, the sign of the AHA
and SHA is in one-to-one correspondence. As shown in Fig. 3
FIG. 3. (Color online) Skew-scattering contribution to the AHA
and SHA in alloys based on the nonmagnetic Au and Pd hosts with
the magnetic 3d impurities (concentration of 1 at. %) as computed
with method A. The nonmagnetic Au(Ni) system is presented for
reference.
we also observe a similar trend for the Au and Pd hosts with
the magnetic 3d impurities from V (Cr) to Co (Ni).
To understand the obvious correlation between the SHA
and AHA, we analyze the spin-resolved Hall conductivities de-
fined as σ ↑yx = (1/2)(σyx + σ syx) and σ ↓yx = (1/2)(σyx − σ syx),
which, within the two-current model, would correspond to
the conductivities of the spin-up and spin-down electrons,
respectively. The values of the spin-resolved conductivities
computed with method A for Pt and presented in Fig. 2, point
at consistent suppression of the skew scattering for spin-down
electrons in Pt doped with Cr, Mn, Fe, and Co. The situation in
Au and Pd (not shown) is exactly analogous to that in Pt. Thus,
in the majority of considered systems the transverse current
which is responsible for both AHE and SHE is almost purely
spin-up polarized [in Pt(Ni) the situation is reversed].
The reason behind this can be explained based on the local
densities of states (LDOS) of the host and of the impurity
atoms. Taking the Pt host, for which the DOS is dominated
by the d electrons at EF , and Mn impurity as a representative
defect, we can understand the weak spin-up scattering with
enhanced σ ↑yx from the fact of the similar behavior and orbital
character of the host and impurity LDOS at EF : The spin-up
Mn LDOS at EF is also predominantly of d character. For the
spin-down Mn LDOS the d resonance is pushed to higher
energies due to the exchange splitting, leading to a more
prominent s-like orbital character at EF —hence the host
and the impurity LDOS are different, and the scattering for
spin-down electrons is stronger. The same behavior exists
for the spin-split conductivities in Au. This can be explained
from the free-electron-like character of the states at EF in Au,
while the Mn impurity states share this character for spin-up
states, a d resonance is present for the spin-down channel at
EF . The analysis can be extended to Cr, Fe, and Co where the
spin-down channel is strongly suppressed as well. Although
the number of minority 3d states at the Fermi level is changing
drastically among them, for all impurities it is significantly
different to the Pt host LDOS [46]. Since the scattering is deter-
mined by the change of the electronic structure between impu-
rity and host it leads to a suppression of the spin-down channel
for all these impurities. For Ni in Pt the situation is more com-
plicated owing to the small exchange splitting of the impurity
d states of Ni at EF and sensitivity of scattering to their exact
position. This explains the disagreement between the methods
for Pt(Ni) [48], otherwise rather convincing for the other cases.
Based on our analysis, we can formulate a necessary condition
for an emergence of strong skew scattering for both the AHE
and the SHE in the same material: Besides large effective SOC,
there has to be a strong spin asymmetry in the relative orbital
composition of the host and impurity states at the Fermi energy.
To glance at the microscopics of the skew-scattering
process, we examine the distribution of the AHC at the FS
of two representative materials. Namely, we compute the
“symmetrized” k-dependent AHC:
σ symyx (k) =
∑
μ
vy(k) λμx (k) + vy(k′) λμx (k′)
2 |v(k)| , (3)
where k = (k1,k2,k3) and k′ = (k1,−k2,k3) are mirror images
of each other with respect to the y = 0 plane. For the
nonmagnetic Pt host the sum is performed over the two
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Fermi-surface distribution of the sym-
metrized AHC, σ symyx (k) (in units of Bohr radius) in dilute alloys
(a) Fe(Cu) and (b) Pt(Cr). Note the logarithmic color scale in (a). In
both cases the scale spans the full range of values for the symmetrized
integrand [Eq. (3)] on the Fermi surface.
degenerate bands (μ = “+” or “−”), whereas this degeneracy
is lifted for the magnetic Fe host and the sum can be omitted.
Then the AHC can be obtained from Eq. (2) where the
integrand is replaced with σ symyx (k). The symmetrized AHC
captures the asymmetry between the scattering in the +y and
−y directions, and it would vanish identically without SOC.
The distribution of σ symyx over the FS of Fe and Pt is shown
in Fig. 4 for the Fe(Cu) and Pt(Cr) alloys. For Fe(Cu) the
contributions to the AHE peak around small FS regions where
the values of the symmetrized AHC are very large. Following
Fabian and Das Sarma [49], we name such regions “hot spots.”
Here, the emergence of the hot spots is due to the effect of
the weak SOC which is felt only at avoided crossings of the
electronic band structure. On the other hand, in Pt(Cr) electrons
experience skew scattering of opposite sign which is evenly
distributed over large parts of the FS—these are the so-called
“hot areas” [50]. As opposed to Fe, here the effect comes
from strongly spin-orbit coupled spin-degenerate d states at
the Fermi energy. In a material like Pt(Cr), the hot areas, when
integrated over the whole FS, can provide a gigantic contribu-
tion to the AHC. In contrast, the singular behavior in a material
like Fe(Cu) will be suppressed by vanishing area of the hot spot
contributing to the integrated AHC. Generally, in complex
transition metals the two types of contributions can compete
and the resulting values of the AHA can display a very nontriv-
ial behavior as a function of the Fermi level position, in analogy
to the intrinsic AHE [4]. This can in turn lead to a large contri-
bution of skew scattering to the anomalous Nernst effect [38].
In summary, we have shown that Boltzmann and Kubo-
Strˇeda formalisms agree in their description of skew-scattering
contributing to the AHE and SHE in the dilute limit of
ferromagnetic alloys. We point out that skew scattering is
extremely sensitive to the fine details of the electronic structure
which motivates the use of ab initio schemes for studying its
properties. By looking at the chemical trends we study the
interplay of the AHE and SHE in the same materials and
formulate conditions for strong skew scattering in ferromag-
netic alloys. These conditions are the strong effective spin-orbit
coupling and the large spin asymmetry of the orbital character
between impurity and host. Our work provides a necessary
foundation for further material-specific studies of the skew
scattering in ferromagnets, aimed at engineering the desired
properties of spin-orbit driven transverse currents, which play
a key role in modern spintronics.
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